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ABSTRACT
In the domain of multimedia, rapid DVD browsing or multimedia oriented web search require an efficient contentbased image and video retrieval system. In this paper, we
present our retrieval system of actors in films combining
powerful machine learning techniques with “kernels on
bags of bags” design. From a film segmented into shots, we
extract video-tubes of actor faces and represent these video
objects with sets of temporally coherent features. These visual features are then input in the kernel-based SVM retrieval
system. Our approach has been tested on retrieving actors in
a real film and proved its efficiency.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Face recognition is a very active topic in image processing
research, even more in the last ten years [15]. Comparing the
little amount of data and the few contexts in video databases
with the wide range of contexts and data for still image databases [14], regarding all publications in the field, one understands that face recognition methods are mainly image-based
and mostly target security and biometrics applications.
However, recent achievements in face detection techniques
[7, 10, 11, 12] allowed new aims for face recognition task.
Arandjelovic et al. [1] and Sivic et al. [2] consider face recognition as a process to retrieve actors in films sequences.
This is also the context of our work.
Arandjelovic et al. [1] propose to retrieve actors in shot sequences using a frame-based description. They extract a
“face signature” from each frame of the shot and use the set
of signatures in the retrieval process. They first defined a
distance between two face signatures, a query and a reference, then extended it to a distance between a query and a
reference set of face signatures.
In our approach, we want to take into account the temporal
coherency. We propose to consider the spatiotemporal tube,
containing several instances (one instance per frame of the
shot) of the segmented object of interest (here the face of an
actor), identified and tracked, as one video object. In our
context, classification and learning methods will be applied
on video tubes (spatiotemporal tubes) of detected persons.

Sivic et al. in [2] first proposed this concept of video tubes.
In order to analyze the visual content, Sivic et al. represent
the distribution of each tube, over a predefined visual word
dictionary, as a single vector. The efficiency of this approach
is directly dependant on the relevance of the dictionary.
In this paper, we propose to consider a video tube as a set of
temporally consistent chains of local descriptors.
The main contribution of this paper is to introduce a kernel
design on such complex objects. This framework will allow
us to use powerful statistical learning strategies, which have
proved their efficiency on image and video retrieval [4, 6, 8].
A query consists in providing our retrieval system with one
or several tubes of the requested person. The system returns
the tubes concerning the same person ranked by relevance.
We will describe, in chapter 2, visual feature extraction and
tracking. In chapter 3, we will present the machine learning
techniques and the design of a dedicated kernel. In chapter 4,
we show some retrieval results on an extract of a real film.
We then present some perspectives and future work with the
conclusion.
2.

VIDEO OBJECT EXTRACTION AND
DESCRIPTION

2.1
Video Tubes
The existing methods of face detection are fairly mature and
have been clearly described in [7, 10, 11, 12]. In our work we
use the popular algorithm AdaBoost of [7] extended by Lienhart et al [13] implemented in the OpenCV library to detect
frontal faces and profile faces in feature films. In our work
we use ellipses (instead of the usual rectangles) to approximate the contour of the face (Fig. 1).
We have used, in this paper, our temporal segmentation algorithm presented in [16]. We extract from each shot containing
one face (respectively several faces) the video-tube (respectively the video-tubes) made of the face region in the successive frames (Fig. 3(a)).
Even though the face contour is sometimes coarsely approximated by an ellipse shape, the video-tubes define the
basic representation of video objects from now on.

Figure 1. Face detection by AdaBoost.
Ellipse in red: frontal face; ellipse in blue: right profile face;
ellipse in green: left profile face.
2.2
Visual Feature Extraction
2.2.1 Feature Extraction
Visual feature extraction is based on SIFT points of interest
extractor [9]. The SIFT descriptor provides then, for each
SIFT point, a local description of the image. The SIFT descriptor has been proved to be robust in face recognition [1].
The SIFT points are automatically detected, for each frame
of the tube, and a 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor, representing the 16 8-bin histograms of image gradient orientations inside a 4x4 spatial grid over the image, is extracted.
Our method is based on a relevant description of face videotubes without introducing any a priori knowledge; feature
extraction is not related to any learning process, any face
model or generic mesh.
One video object is described by the full set of SIFT vectors
extracted in the tube.
2.2.2 Temporal Coherency Filtering
Since we do not pre-process the video tubes, the relevant
SIFT points, which are quite stable, present in several successive frames of the tube (for instance SIFT on the nose, on
the eyes, on the mouth…), are mixed up with other SIFT
points that come from visual artefacts like video compression
effects, etc.
In order to keep the most significant points, we filter nonpersistent points with a robust tracking strategy based on the
expected temporal coherency of visual features in the video
tube. Furthermore, a SIFT point is considered as being
tracked, as long as its position, its scale and its 128 values
remain temporally coherent along the tube. Thus, a tracked
point can be seen like defining a chain of points. These
chains represent the relevant information support of a face in
the tube. Chains of less than, or equal to, 2 points are considered as noise and are removed (Fig. 2).
An example of tracking and filtering on five consecutive
frames is showed in Fig. 3.
One video object is thus represented by a set of consistent
SIFT chains. The number of SIFT points extracted per frame
vary; hence a tube is represented by several chains, of points
of interest, of varying length.
Next section focuses on the design of a similarity measure
between such two actor face tubes.

Figure 2. Chains of tracked points in a tube
(solid lines: persistent points,
dash lines: points considered as noise)
3.

KERNEL DESIGN ON BAGS OF BAGS

3.1
Framework
Let us denote T the set of all the video tubes of a film. A tube
Ti is composed of chains Cri. Each chain Cri is a bag of SIFT
vectors. Using set formulation:

Ti={C1i ,…,Cki } and Cri={SIFT1ri ,…, SIFTpri }
We want to design a kernel function K(Ti,Tj) which will represent the similarity between two tubes. Proven it exists an
embedding function Φ : T → H, which maps any bag Ti to
a vector Φ(Ti) in a Hilbert space H, one can define the ker-

nel on bags K by a dot product in the induced space:

K(Ti ,Tj ) = < Φ(Ti ), Φ(T j ) >

(1)

We consider, in this article, the general class of kernel on
bags [5]:
(2)
K(Ti ,Tj ) =
k(Cri ,Csj )

∑∑
r

s

where k is the minor kernel as regard of major kernel on
bags K. In our context, k is also a kernel on bags Cri (of
SIFT points). As proved in Chap. 9 of [5], such a function
K is a kernel function as soon as k is a kernel function.
3.2
Minor Kernel on Bags
We have first to design the kernel function k between bags
of SIFTs:
(3)
k(Cri, Csj) = < φ (Cri ), φ (Csj ) >
with φ as embedding function of bags of SIFT into the feature space H.
A simple solution could be to consider the linear kernel on
bags of SIFT points:
(4)
k (Cri , Csj ) = ∑ ∑ < SIFTmri , SIFTnsj >
SIFT∈ Cri SIFT∈ Csj

The embedding function would then be explicitly defined
by:
(5)
φ (Cri ) = ∑ SIFTmri
SIFT ∈ Cri

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. An example of the tracking of five consecutive frames of faces
(a) original images (b) SIFT points filtering by temporal coherency (c) bags (of SIFT points) in different colours
However, in most cases we found (not extreme motion), all
the feature points of the same chain are quite similar in the
feature space, and consistent in scale and position. Thus, as
embedding function of Eq.(5), we propose the averaging
mapping function:

1
(6)
φ (Cri ) =
∑ SIFTmri
Cri SIFT ∈ Cri
Furthermore, instead of the linear kernel of Eq.(4), we combine the non-linear Gaussian χ2 kernel, which has already
proved its efficiency for image retrieval in [4], with the embedding function φ defined in Eq.(6) in order to design the
minor kernel on bags:
⎛ 1 (φ (C ri ) − φ (C sj ) )2 ⎞
⎟ (7)
k (C ri , C sj ) = exp ⎜ ⎜ 2σ 2 φ (C ri ) + φ (C sj ) ⎟
⎝
⎠
This function is still a kernel function as demonstrated in
Chap.3 of [18].
Furthermore, our minor kernel is computed very fast, since
we evaluate the average mapping function φ, defined in
Eq.(6), on all the bags of SIFT from all the tubes, only once
for all the retrieval process.
3.3
Major Kernel on Bags of Bags (Tubes)
The minor kernel k we obtained, can be replaced in the major
kernel on tubes expression of Eq.(2). However, such an approach reduces the role of well-tracked SIFT points inside a
tube, while these points are supposed to be more relevant
since more persistent.

In order to take into account the size of the bag of feature
vectors Cri relatively to the tube size, we define the following
weights:

C ri

w ri =

(8)

Ti

We exploit these weights in the formulation of our major
kernel on bags of bags in Eq.(2):

K(Ti ,Tj ) =

∑∑w w k(C ,C
ri

r

sj

ri

sj

)

(9)

s

This key function has been proven to be still a kernel
Gosselin et al. in [4].
Thanks to this new kernel scheme, the importance of welltracked points is directly involved in the evaluation of similarity between tubes.
We have introduced our weighted minor kernel on bags into
both “lyu kernel” on bags [8]:

Klyu (Ti ,T j ) =

1
Ti

1
Tj

Cri Csj

∑∑ T
r

s

i

Tj

k(Cri ,Csj )q (10)

and Gosselin “pow-kernel” on bags [4]:
1

K pow

⎛
⎞q
C Csj
(Ti ,Tj ) = ⎜ ∑∑ ri
k(Cri ,Csj )q ⎟
⎜ r s Ti T j
⎟
⎝
⎠

(11)

4.

EXPERIMENTS

We have tried our actor retrieval framework, first, on small
parts of the tv-serie “Prison Break” (from internet), then on
the film “L’esquive” of Abdellatif Kechiche (2004). We did
our own ground truth on both videos.

robustness of our system. With such new features, we will
have to design new kernel functions on bags of global and
local features in the same framework.

4.1
Visual Feature Extraction
We extracted 26 tubes of faces with 5 actors from “Prison
Break” trailers. We tested our actor retrieval system on these
tubes (Fig. 7), but the number of tubes for each actor was too
small. Thus, we extracted 200 tubes of actor faces with 11
actors from the film “L’esquive”. The mean number of faces
in a tube is 54. The mean number of SIFTs in a tube is 169.
We have put the 200 tubes, each represented by a bag of bags
of SIFT vectors, into the interactive machine learning system
of RETIN [19], with SVM core using our weighted kernels
on bags (of bags). The variations of contexts are real ones as
shown in the results (Fig. 8).
4.2
Performance Evaluation
We focus on retrieval results for a small learning set (less
than 8 examples) to test the performance of our weighting on
kernels on bags: kernel “pow” of Eq.(11) (Fig. 4) and kernel
“lyu” of Eq.(10) (Fig. 5). We can see on both curves that the
kernels with our weight w are always more efficient than that
without weight and this even with very few examples (2 examples). With both weighted kernels, MAP is more than 60%
with only 2 tubes to learn the actor face. The weighted kernels are 5% better than classic ones with few examples.
We have tried our algorithm with different numbers of training set to obtain the curve of MAP (Mean Average Precision)
of actor face retrieval. The MAP for kernel pow Eq.(11) is
given on Fig. 6. We can see that the percentage of actor tube
retrieved increases rapidly with the number of examples to
reach a precision of more than 90% with 20 examples.
Furthermore, the weighted kernel, we propose here, is very
fast to compute as explained in section 3.2.
5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the design of new dedicated
kernel on “bags of bags” for actor retrieval in films. From a
film segmented into shots, we extracted face video tubes of
actors and described these video objects with temporally
coherent visual features. These features are then input into
the RETIN system which provides an online machine learning framework. Our approach has been tested to retrieve actors in a real film and shown good results. The Mean Average
Precision reaches more than 60% with only two exemplars of
face tubes to learn the actor and reaches a precision of more
than 90% with a small training set.
One of the main issues we have to overcome is the lack of
database. Indeed, as explained in the introduction, the few
video databases available are targeting security and biometrics applications. We are currently building a larger database
with its ground-truth that we will make publically available
for the community.
Next plans are to extract, from video-tubes, both global (colour, texture) and local visual features, in order to improve the

Figure 4 - MAP(%) of kernel on bags “pow” with/without weight
for 2 to 8 training examples

Figure 5 - MAP(%) of “lyu” kernel on bags with/without weight for
2 to 8 training examples

Figure 6 - MAP(%) of kernel on bags “pow” with/without weight
for 2 to 20 training examples
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Figure 7. Our interactive actor retrieval system based on
RETIN system, one image represents one tube.

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Results of our interactive actor retrieval system based on RETIN system, one image represents one tube : (a) Query
initialization with one request; (b) First results: tubes ranked regarding the tubes similarities; (c) Second iteration with one
more positive example(green squares) and two negative examples (red squares); (d) Results after 2 iterations.

